**THE OPPORTUNITY**

Day of Joy donations help Humble Design offset daily operational expenses (overhead, labor, administration, transportation and incidentals) that keeps the mission moving forward here at Humble.

We request that our Sponsored Day of Joy teams provide a minimum tax-deductible donation of $3,500 - which allows Humble Design to provide our services to client families at no cost.

This donation can be crowd-funded (we'll happily make a unique URL campaign for you to share) or donated directly from the company--whatever it takes!

**COMMUNITY BUILDING**

Your team’s mission, should you choose to accept it, is to spend five hours transforming one empty house into a warm and welcoming home for one Detroit family.

Humble Design will guide your team of up to twelve people to keep you on task to prepare a home full of personalized touches specific to your sponsored family.

**HUMBLE DESIGN DETROIT**

There are any number of factors that can drive a household into homelessness. When a family finally secures housing, many find that they do not have enough disposable income to even buy beds—a bare minimum even at a shelter facility.

That's where Humble Design steps in.